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Chapter 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION  

In the world of today, the regions around the globe are focusing enormous pressure to remain 

competitive. Large funds are invested not only by local authorities but as well on a community, 

province, national and f.e. European wide level.  Most of the regions are already now struggling with 

their abilities to face these problems on a professional point of view, ending up by realizing 

unrealistic or non efficient promising projects, bringing the real problems even further deep and large 

amount of cash has been burned. 

People travel more than ever around the world, making “know how” transfer and comparisons of 

given facts, regional characteristics and realized projects easier than before. Due to my so far 

moved life, I had the chance to widen my horizon in different cultures, languages, mentalities and 

economies. This gave me the chance to analyze given situations and look into the right measures to 

turn a project into a successful and long lasting one.  

I believe strongly, that all economic aspects apply to any kind of business, but the basis of success 

also relates to the present fundament or better said for this thesis relates to the given natural 

sources and re-sources. 

There have been made already many different forms of diploma or doctoral thesis’s about analyzing 

the natural given resources of a region, but so far not many focusing on the result of economical 

possibilities in regards to the re-cultivation process. Especially in the Romanian region of Aghiresu it 

can be seen, that more and more studies are taken place analyzing and focusing on the tourism 

aspects of the area. There has been geological research of the region, touristic and economic 

analyzes but this thesis is focusing especially on the re-cultivation process helping to develop the 

analyzed tourism aspects that have been pointed out so far. The very positive and promising area of 

Aghiresu is at present in a very sensitive situation, where after the closure of the mining activities, 

the left over mines, have rotten the given and in principal wonderful former surroundings. These 

surroundings are in need to create them new and work on the needed landscape changes on a 

natural basis but with a human support. 

The re-cultivation process of former mining areas has advanced today by far and the related 

flooding processes as well as improvements of the water quality level of the surface lakes have 

technical, chemical and geological wise improved on a very professional level. The area of Aghiresu 

that has been affected by the mining activities of the past is already now representing an attractive 

hideaway and retreat area for the local population, showing that there is a given attractiveness of the 

lakes and open spaces which can be improved by special means and projects to give them a new 

face to the region but as well over the region boarders. 
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Like it is the case for western European countries having a mining history, it must be the case for 

eastern European countries within the EU in the future, to put the re-cultivation process of widely 

present former mining activities in these countries on a level of national importance and homework. 

It is not only important to involve the governmental authorities in this process, but as well the local 

population. Together by involving all parties, the success of the re-cultivation process can be 

achieved much easier and concepts involving all parties can be realized as well as the usability of 

the landscape improved. Having all in a boat and involved, the majority of the population will stand 

behind this project and help to realize a faster legal but as well practical decision process in getting 

projects turned into reality. 

It is the hope, that people and the whole region gets out of these kinds of situations, where projects 

with touristic aspects could be started in front of their doors.             

The aim of this work is to see, if the region of Aghiresu can be turned into a successful touristic area 

and holiday destination of mayor importance for the whole community, which chances of 

development are given for the population in the area resulting out of the lake sites, in what ways can 

the chances of this area be taken and how can the population at the end benefit on a long term 

basis of the taken measures. 

Chapter 2
INTRODUCTION TO THE MINING INDUSTRY

Mining activities have a long history and it has been realized already for a few thousand years. The 

mining for coal has started in the 9th century in England. Within the varieties of coal, it was the brown 

coal which developed to the mayor source of energy within the different coal variations and still is 

with more than 30% of the total energy power for example of Germany today. Coal mining is also 

one of the biggest polluters as the produce climate unfriendly Cole dioxide (CO2) while used for 

energy production. Due to this fact, methods are searched to reduce the dangerous substance but 

so far only a better efficiency of the power plants using less coal for their production has lead to a 

slight decrease. At present, brown coal is still one of the mayor sources of energy around the globe, 

especially in the third world countries. In the industrialized countries of the world, the need for brown 

coal is declining due to the heavy pollution of the atmosphere. Alternative energy sources like atom, 

water and wind power plants are developed and built.  Today brown coal is used primary for the use 

of electricity production.

2.2 Surface mining

There are different ways of mining. Surface mining is a special way of gaining the raw material from 

the ground. It is especially used for the brown coal production and so most relevant for the selected 

regions of this study. Surface mining is a certain method of mining, which allows gaining coal from 

the surface without digging deep into the ground and building tunnels. It is used especially for 

natural resources which are lying close to the surface like turf, gravel or brown coal. The gaining of 

the resources is realized with especially over dimensional machinery. With surface mining and 
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especially the huge dimensions of the needed areas goes a dramatic change of the region, as the 

given surface has to be taken apart sometimes with more the 100m depth. This leads to a massive 

decline of the natural level of water, which influences the surrounding landscape and population. 

After finishing the surface mining activities, in general the dug holes will be filled again with the 

waste of the past years or water (see Fig.  ) and re-cultivation of the area can take place, either with 

the development of re-creation areas or farming land. But due to the big influence to the region, 

surface mining is facing more and more critics and needs to be discussed.

Fig. 1: Surface mine before and after the flooding; Source: Förderbrückentagebau Reichwalde 
(2002)

In the last years huge investments have been used to re-nature most of the past left over surface 

mining pits, where very often there are created new lake areas. 

2.3 Below surface mining 

The below surface mining is using different kind of tunnel systems (gallery or pits) in mountain 

areas. There are different methods used in this kind of mining. The biggest ones are called 

“chamber construction”.

2.4 The buyers of coal production

Brown coal is used primary for production of energy but is facing a heavy competition from other 

more effective sources. Also its way of production is very cost effective in comparison to other 

energy sources.  The main buyers in Europe are the energy producing businesses as well as the 

heavy industry in third world countries, where still the heavy industry used coal for its production 

facing little governmental obligations in regards to Co2 and better economical conditions due to 

financial obligations and social services. 

Chapter 3
RELATED ASPECTS IN REGARDS OF THE MINING ACTIVITIES OF THE THREE AREAS

3.1 Environmental Damage 

All in all surface mining is the biggest reason for landscape changes in Europe, creating areas 

similar to the moon surface, where resettlement of whole villages is realized to gain further space for 

mining.  Also huge mass of death material is left over from the mining process which needs to be 

placed somewhere, either by creating dumps or giving it to the flowing waters. At the end all 
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environmental damage resulting out of this processes are depended on the way of mining and its 

machinery used, the kind of resource as well as the given geologic conditions. In the long run will be 

effected loads of different areas including the surface, ground water as well as the topography of the 

region with a much longer duration than the actual mining time.

Chapter 4
RE-CULTIVATION

The re-cultivation and rehabilitation of surface mining especially in regards to the brown coal 

developed has not only an ecologic and geologic change but also an important social, ecological 

and economical factor within a region. The major aim of the rehabilitation and re-cultivation of an 

area is to create a future usable mining area and its related surface in regards of the interest to the 

public. During the process of rehabilitation there are many different problems which need to be 

addressed and solved in order to guarantee a secure and long lasting use including the major 

problem of flooding the mines as part of the re-cultivation, where the level of ground water is 

declining which leads to an strong impact on the regional water supply for households and industry 

but also former wet land areas stay dry due to this process. Beside water or ground that needs to be 

addressed in regards to problems of the appearance of the re-cultivation of surface mines, also 

geological problems and the dismantling of old related fabrics, rail systems, pipelines and its 

environmental protected recycling process, service installations and other materials have to be 

realized, affecting whole villages which have been partly or fully revitalized. The financial and 

technical means to achieve these changes according the regulations are very high and costly. The 

areas have to be re-cultivated in that way, that the future planning can be put into practice and that 

access can be granted to the public without any security risk. But due to the heavy changes due to 

the mining processes in the past, the areas can at the end never be 100% re-cultivated as stated in 

the regulations. Only due to the self regulation of the nature time will bring back again a natural 

relation over hundred or more years.   

The Lausitz lakes are still a very young example of a re-cultivation project developed on a tourism 

basis with an aim of driving a high potential touristic flow into the region.

Looking at the overall project (see Fig.2) in detail, there can be seen, what amount of land was re-

cultivated by water as a result of the heavy mining industry and how long such a guided process 

takes, until the last lake has been flooded and the project can be finalized.
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Fig. 2: The Lausitz lakes; Source: Ferienjournal; Tourismusverband Niederlausitz e.V. (2006)

Also in the region on Köflach in Austria, which is much smaller than the one of Lausitz, also there 

can be found at least two successful projects of re-cultivation of the former brown coal surface 

mining land.

Fig. 3: Golf Club Erzherzog Johann – Maria Lankowitz; Source: http://www.golf-
marialankowitz.at/mhg_03DE/default.asp (12.05.08)

4.1 Mining industries and their rehabilitation problems

The major aim of the re-cultivation is regulated in legal mining regulations, for example in § 4 Abs. 4 

BBerG of the German mining regulations which states, that the regular re-cultivation and re usability 

of a mining area and its related surface are of interest to the public. These regulations result out of 

the “general mining act” in the 19th century. 

These regulations focus especially on the water, ground and natural protection.  Water has 

problems in regards to its quality as the mines give iron hydroxide and sulphuric acid to the water, 

reducing the 6-9 pH level needed according the EU swimming water regulations for safe water sport 

activities as a result of an iron sulphide alteration. The so called “Sour lakes” are also not allowed to 

use for fishing or as water reservoirs. Special problems here in regards to the quality of water are 

the souring by Pyritoxidation, eutrophication (see Fig. 4) with too many nutrients (Phosphor) with 

river water during the flooding process. As well a contamination is given by micro pollutants (heavy 

metals, etc) and salinization of deep waters.
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Fig.4: Microbial oxidation and formation of pyrites; Source: UFZ-Umweltforschungszentrum, Leipzig-
Halle, 2009

Overall it can be seen (see Fig.), that the concentration and acidity in sour surface mine lakes are 2-

3 times bigger the level of rain acidic lakes.  

Fig.5: Level of acidity of different types of sour lakes; Source: UFZ-Umweltforschungszentrum, 
Leipzig-Halle, 2009

Further flooding of these waters is not permitted either, as it would be affecting all other involved 

waters like f.e. rivers. This process can be reduced due to external flooding out of rivers into the 

mines instead of ground water running out of them. It can be seen also as the biggest challenge in 

regards to the left over’s of the rehabilitation restructuring of brown coal re-cultivation, to get into a 

status of self regulation of the existing water balance. If this status cannot be achieved by natural 

internal or external water sources, then only chemical additional processes can reach to this status.

Further the mining regulation focus on the ground. Most of the land around the former surface mines 

has been heaped up and is not of natural growth. These effects the quality of the ground in regards 

to the materials holding the ground together. As these grounds are not that solid like natural 

grounds, it has to be taken into account for any further use. The surface is for that reason not ready 

for any agricultural use any other like housing, etc but methods to improve the surface stability are 

undergoing. Another related problem are the landslides at the lake boarders which bring high risks. 

These risks are also not changed due to natural means over the years and prevent also any public 

use. Different methods of securing the grounds are tested and implemented to avoid these risks.   

4.2 Phases of the rehabilitation process

Before the beginning of the rehabilitation planning of closed or still active surface mines have to be 

fulfilled three facts: The allowance of the local mining authority has to be given; the planning has to 

be in accordance with the goals and basic declarations of the official country planning as well as the 

legal aspects and it has to be given the general permission by the control agency for land 

rehabilitation planning. In regards to the technical, ecological and economical most efficient 

rehabilitation possibility are taking place evaluations of independent official scientific bodies and 

engineer offices.

4.3 Costs of the re-cultivation process
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The costs for re-cultivation have to be in relation or better said in proportionality but the mining 

regulations also leave it open to state, from when proportionality is given.

4.4 Employment possibilities 

The process of rehabilitation and re-cultivation of surface mines are also a big factor to economy in 

regards to the employment possibilities. It is the aim to make most of the former workers return into 

the working process of rehabilitation of their past working places

4.5. Environmental aspects

Looking at the combination of substratum, ground, vegetation, Fauna and Flora and climate, it can 

be drawn an exact picture of an area, explaining its development from past to present in all means 

and related matters. Taking all these important factors into account, it can explain the reason for 

structural happenings, the quality of certain areas as well as influencing parameters.

Fig.6: Comparison of landscape before and after the surface mine activities Source: LMBV (2003)

Chapter 5
ANALYZE OF THE RELEVANT STUDY AREAS

5.1 The areas of Köflach, Lausitz and Aghiresu 

The three relevant areas in comparison of this thesis are all located across central and east Europe, 

within Germany, Austria and Romania, who all form part of the European Union (see Fig. 7). 
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Fig.7: European map indicating the three areas of Lausitz, Köflach and Aghiresu, Speedpool (2010)

The city of Köflach is the biggest in the county of Voitsberg in the Austrian province of Styria. The 

former brown coal mining community Köflach-Voitsberg has a population of 10.600 inhabitants 

(2007) and a size of 20,38 km². The region of the Lausitz is consisting of two totally different areas, 

the Upper and the Lower Lausitz, has a total size of 11.000m² and has approximately 1,4 million 

inhabitants. In total 13 different communities form part of the region which is divided into two 

provinces of Germany, being Sachsen with the bigger part and Brandenburg. The locality of 

Aghiresu has a total area of 105,79 km², 7.156 inhabitants and is situated in the Someşan Plateau, 

which is a definitive geographic sub-structure of the Transylvanian Depression.

All of these three areas have long mining histories in brown coal surface mining, which Köflach and 

Aghiresu have stopped their production in the meantime, whereas Lausitz is still in a growing 

production stage. Also Aghiresu is still mining its kaolin sand deposits at present.

Looking at the population statistics it can be seen, that since the mining activities have been stopped 

or reduced, a strong population decrease has taken place. Old people are left, the young ones have 

gone mainly to the bigger centers of the community. Also the unemployment rate is with app. 9% 

significantly higher than in other areas. Most of the former mining industry has undergone a change 

towards the service industry with offering now around 50% of the total working environment. 

In regards to the geology of these areas, all are representing relevant deposits, incl. Aghiresu with 

kaolin and quartz; Lausitz with kaolin, clay and crystal and Köflach with quartz, calcite, crystal and 

dolomite. The climate is very similar with average temperatures of 8°C in Aghiresu, 8,3°C in Köflach 

and 8,6°C in Lausitz. In regards to the average rainfall Köflach has the highest depression with 

840mm, Lausitz has 648mm and Aghiresu the lowest with 633mm.

Looking at the hydrologic aspects, all are having several hydrologic basins, whereas the ones in 

Aghiresu are not relevant for the lakes district (excl. the Bagara lakes). All areas also offer a wide 

variety of fauna including a good mix of fox, deer, etc.,  whereas in regards to flora, Lausitz is facing 

the problem of monocultures of only spures and pines compared to a mix of oak trees, chestnut, 

beech trees, etc in Köflach and Aghiresu.       

Infrastructural wise, all areas offer a very well connected road and rail system - mainly based and 

resulting out of the former mining transportation ways. Whereas Köflach and Lausitz have an perfect 

developed infrastructure, Aghiresu is suffering of very bad conditions of its systems. Coming to the 

tourism activities of all three areas, all are targeting the recreation, the cultural, rural and the sports 

tourism. Köflach is offering in these regards a good but very limited structure for regional tourism; 

Lausitz is underway to be one of the biggest tourism projects on a national wide level with their lakes 

district ever, but suffers from a national recognition as a tourist destination as well as from a lack of 

skilled labor for the dimension of this project. Aghiresu is considered by regional tourists only, using 
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for example the balneal resort of Leghia or the lakes district for camping and water sports with no 

given infrastructure.     

Chapter 6
REHABILITATION PROCESS FOR THE AGHIRESU COMMUNITY

In regards to the rehabilitation process for the promising Aghiresu region it is important to create a 

long lasting, economical feasible and profitable project, which helps the region to develop and to act 

as a new impulse for the future. 

The Aghiresu region is already nowadays a well known and visited region for the surrounding 

villages within the province with a large potential not only due to its rich fauna and flora but as well 

due to its given natural resources including the marvelous surroundings. It is important to create 

further attractions and activities within the rehabilitation process by using the optimal and rich natural 

given resources in accordance and combination with the given present infrastructure, the 

economical possibilities as well as the development of a tourism environment. 

The possible projects must give the region a certain character and an added value with a clear focus 

on the touristic aspects and the feeling of a holiday experience in between a wonderful surrounding, 

offering exceptional possibilities, making it worth to travel to the area and to spend money within it.  

Also it must strengthen the historic heritage to be integrated into the overall project development.

6.1 Possibilities

After analyzing the large positive but as well negative given factors of the area around the “Blue 

Lagoon” within the Aghiresu area, the best possibilities can be achieved within a touristic project, 

which drives not only the potential of the geological aspects of the area but as well involves the 

inhabitants, builds up the local infrastructure and facilities constantly and brings a positive image, 

which is nowadays more important than ever for further projects and investments to be granted.  

The touristic premises in regards to the poor infrastructure within the community of Aghiresu are 

especially the reason for limited development. The very positive given touristic potential, including

elements offered by the natural landscape like relief, climate, water net, vegetation, etc.; has an 

important role in touristic activities development and diversification of the community and so 

outcome the necessity to set up some classification criteria for touristic attractions. 

6.2 The touristic aspects and next steps 

At present, Aghiresu does not take part in the touristic potential of overall Romania. The service 

industry is heavy underrepresented in the region. The region on Aghiresu is not an establish travel 

location and the cities and surrounding attractions only play a regional matter. Even though the 

lakes project will be a success, it is in an uneven comparison to the re cultivation costs and 

employment will mostly only be a seasonal one.  The main factor for success will be, if the region of 

Aghiresu will be recognized on a national level as a touristic area and perceive a stronger positive 
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image, as local spending will not be enough to develop this industry and if no local economy is 

there, no money will be available to be spent.

Laguna Albastră Lake (Blue Lagoon Lake) and the surrounding other 8 lakes represent the most 

important natural spot of the Aghiresu community. The microdepression is almost 500m long and 

over 200m wide resulting into an approximate surface of 100000 m2. The lake’s dimensions 

excluding the gulf, that is almost separate, are as follow: 

-the surface of the water: 22000 m2

-the water volume: 50000 m3

-the length: 255 m
-the width: 132 m
-the maximum depth: 7 m 

Fig.8; Morphometric map of the Blue Lagoon lake; Source: The lakes structure of the Blue Lagoon, 
2009

The morphometric parameters of the Aghiresu lakes show their characteristics, being among the 

largest aquatic units of this area.

Tab.1: Morphometric parameters of the lakes from Aghireşu
Width (m) Depth (m) Volume (m3)

Lake
Area
(m2)

Length
(m)

Mean Max Mean Max

Perimeter (m) Sinuosity coef

Blue Lagoon 21719 266 81 154 2,3 10,0
823 1,58

50000

Lake 1E 4961 128 39 51 2,0 5,6 325 1,30 10025

Lake 2E 15278 247 62 97 2,9 6,3 739 1,69 44647

Lake 3E 13363 203 66 107 1,5 3,7 600 1,46 20645
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Fig. 9: Parameters of lake 1E, 2E, 3E; Source all: Pandi G., Bătinaş R., Vigh M., 2010

Also analyzes of the lakes in regards especially to the following six variations incl. temperature 

stating a difference of 2,9-5,6°C, turbidity with no significant variations, electric conductivity from 

depth to surface with 30 US/cm and 2m +/= 4m because of its charging with salt, dissolved oxygen 

with low quantities and maximum values at the surface and hydrogen ions with very small amounts 

only, have been taking place. Not to be forgotten are the pH values, which lay at 6.06 - 5.65pH in 

summer and are much higher in winter.  A comparison from summer to winter (S/W08/09) has also 

been made, showing slightly higher temperatures due to a hot summer, no change on electric 

conductivity and hydrogen irons but a large variation in regards to dissolved oxygen.    
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Fig. 10: The variation of the temperature in the hot season, at the surface and on the 
vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the 

Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)

Fig. 11: The variation of the temperature in the cold season, at the surface and on the 
vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the 

Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)

Fig. 12: The variation of the electric conductivity in the hot season, at the surface and on 
the vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in 

the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)

Fig. 13: The variation of the electric conductivity during the cold season, at the surface 
and on the vertical Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon 

Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)
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Fig. 14: The evolution of the pH during the hot season, at the surface and on the vertical 
Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu 

area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)

Fig. 15: The evolution of the pH in the cold season, at the surface and on the vertical; 
Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu 

area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)

6.3 Possible realistic tourism projects compared to Lausitz and Köflach

One of the projects with the most potential for the community to take advantage from was already 

taken into consideration by the local authorities and it is about the Laguna Albastră Lake 

arrangement, lakes which appeared due to sterile dumps excavating and which in the summer time 

are already now overpopulated by the neighboring tourists, especially on weekends although they 

have no improvement since many years. Due to its placement near the wood has a very high 

landscape potential. Bringing investors would help at this area developing from a touristic point of 

view. Looking at other similar projects in Germany and Austria, there can be taken advantage out of 

the processed like it is the case for the Lausitz area and the lake side project as well as the Köflach 

area. 

The best positive example in comparison for the Aghiresu lakes district is for sure as described 

earlier already by far the golf club Maria Lankowitz (see Fig 3), one of the top golf courts in Europe 

but as well its active park Piberstein, where a former surface mine was flooded for sportive use 

comparable with the process in the region of Lausitz.

Chapter 7
SWOT ANALYZE OF AGHIRESU AND A COMPARISON OF THE THREE AREAS 

Looking at the three different areas and its development in comparison, it can be seen that it has 

been very difficult to find alternative sources compensating the role of the mining industry in the 

related amount of employment and financial income sources. A direct SWOT comparison of the 

three areas Lausitz, Köflach and Aghiresu, focusing on common strength and weaknesses in the 

different relevant areas, also points out clearly all given facts. Focusing there on the main points, the 

clear strengths of Aghiresu compared to the other two areas are significant quantities of kaolin, a 

high natural potential, a high qualification level of given industry, trade and agriculture. The clear 

weaknesses of Aghiresu are the low density of rain, aging population and young migration, bad road 

network, no local & foreign investors, low education and quality, industrial pollution and no ecologic 
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facilities. The clear opportunities are programs of country and EU development and financial 

programs, Laguna Albastră as well as cultural and historical assets, ecologic education and 

protection of fauna and flora. Last but not least are the clear threats of an decrease of active 

population, consideration of other areas first, no investor interest, illegal work increase, lack of 

communication and increased risk of soil erosion.

Chapter 8
CONCLUSION

After having compared the three areas in all relevant fields, it can be reflected, that the area of 

Lausitz and the realized projects of re-cultivation are completely different from the Köflach and 

Aghiresu area. There are almost no fields in Lausitz that can be compared or used for the progress 

of the re-cultivation process in Aghiresu, neither from the infrastructure, nor from the dimensions of 

the project.  Further to that, also are the limited availability of funds to realize such a project. 

In contrary, Aghiresu can take huge advantage of the changes that have been taken place in 

Köflach, where similar conditions in a whole apply. Also there changes have happened and projects 

where realized attracting local and regional tourism. Simple and budget friendly structures have 

been put in place step by step allowing a constant growth to what it is now. 

For the promising  area of Aghiresu, many major points have to be solved in a first stage, to make 

the huge potential of this area not only in regards to the diversity of fauna and flora, which is now 

being protected by environmental laws of the authorities, but also due to the strong natural touristic 

potential grow. To reach this, first of all the most important and principal step must the improvement 

of the accessibility of the whole area taking especially the existing bad road network into 

consideration. Taking advantage of the very high density of connections of the area by road and rail 

is vital in order to bring the economy, investors’, tourists, etc into the region. Without this approach, 

no further project can be put into reality or further works can be established. 

Once this has been achieved, not only special projects have to be started to bring back young and 

qualified labor force into the area, which have migrated to the urban surroundings due to 

unemployment and a lack of perspectives within the community of Aghiresu, but as well rise at the 

same time the given educational levels and skills in regards to the reflected project fields consisting 

of a highly trained professional quality tourism and service industry as well as the present industry 

concerning trade and agriculture.

To achieve this, large financial resources have to be raised, by either local or national programs, 

foreign investments or direct investments from the European Union into their infrastructural and 

regional development programs. These programs will also help to establish an environmental 

friendly waste industry, which will lead to less pollution of the area by avoiding for example further 

dumping into the Nadas river.  

Generally there are many more possibilities of taking advantage of the local and regional areas. It 

must be taken into consideration that the resources presence in the underground determined 
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community development, resources ensuring further the basis for industrial profile keeping and for 

the social wealth of the population. It is necessary in conclusion, that the economic efficiency 

growth, products range diversification made in the industrial companies and maximum turning into 

account of the economic potential of the community; encouraging the small traders to carry out 

production activities and so fighting against unemployment; stimulating new profession training and 

mediation with companies in need of labor force; improving the communication towards those 

interested by agriculture and breeding regarding the new regulation in the field; concluding the 

farming lands and forests re-distribution and offering the possession for them through property 

deeds; stimulating the creation of farms association and farms taking advantage from the agriculture 

potential of the community; community roads modernization and maintenance, removing the 

isolation for Almaşului basin villages by ensuring common means of transportation; portable water 

supply and sewerage works extension in all places of the community; automate telephone network 

general spreading;  rehabilitation for the medical unit premises and improving the medical 

assistance service; rehabilitation and modernization of the buildings running educational and cultural 

activities; turn into account the touristic spots and developing activities for traditions and 

craftsmanship advantaging (traditional costumes making, painted furniture, especially in the 

Hungarian villages );fighting against the linear and area erosion by excavation works, tree planting, 

torrents extinction, pastures intensive seeding; consolidation and setting the sterile dumps, 

reallocate the surfaces for farming or forest circuit and taking measures for environment protection 

and entire area ecology.

From a touristic and economic point of view the community of Aghiresu may benefit from many 

arrangements, either on a short term or a long term perspective. 

8.1 Short term perspectives

With Romania’s integration into the European Union are taken into consideration a number of 

projects for tourism promotion that will help this hidden jewel to shine. The protection of the given 

wonderful natural resources by creating natural reservations like Leghia and Laguna Albastră, is 

among these considerations. One of the most promising projects on a short term perspective is the 

re-arrangement of the available lake side’s into a touristic development with a strong sport tourism 

approach. It is very important to create a concept that allows the financial and governmental support 

not to other areas and projects first, and that meets the present existing market demands, helping 

not only to fight a against a further isolation of the community but at the same time being able to 

fight the increase risk of soil erosion with these funds.    A land arrangement around the lakes is 

recommended by implementing an adequate golf court facility including a club house offering a 

shop, a restaurant and a little hotel. Beside these facilities, also a lake side beach front, a boat and 

off road rental, an adventure park and camping as well as tennis court are among the possibilities of 

the concept for the short term perspectives. 

8.2 Long term perspectives
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Looking on the long term perspectives, the surrounding of Aghiresu offers an ideal area for a race 

track development project, all adjusted in regards to the size and the structure to the financial and 

regional given aspects, possibilities and expectation (see Fig 16). In regards to the needed land 

arrangements for such a track and the related noise level of these events, Aghiresu and its former 

mining area suits perfectly these needed conditions. The new motorway passing Aghiresu in the 

next years, the community center of Cluj offering all needed infrastructure including an airport with 

mayor flight connections to Munich and other capitals in Europe as well as hotels, shopping 

possibilities, bars and restaurants, are all given and important for further development of such a 

business project. Aghiresu can adopt slow but constantly to demands resulting out of hospitality and 

restaurants and the related service industry around the track, accommodating the visitors and clients 

accordingly well. 

Fig.16: The race track of Pavilion, NY ; Source: http://www.driveblog.ru/wp-
content/uploads/2008/07/monticello-motor-club-new-york-race-track-01.jpg

Looking at the present forms of motorsport in the community of Cluj, you can only find local rally 

events, which already now attract a big crowd in the heart of Cluj, bringing not only tourists and fans 

but as well a good crowd of participants with it, spending their money on overnights, restaurants, 

bars, shopping, etc..  At present motorsport is completely under represented in the eastern parts of 

Europe, and the demand as well as the chances for such locations and events are enormous. 

Important to say is also, keeping in mind that racetracks are not only good for racing activities.  

Circuits are mostly used for races, but also for different kind of trainings, tests, incentives, open air 

concerts, other sport events like cycling tours or marathons. Also they offer special days and 

occasions, on which public cars or bikes can lap the racing track for a certain amount according the 

official road safety regulations which are valid that days giving the public the experience of

motorsport feeling all year round bringing the economic benefits with it.  

The costs of constructing a circuit vary as much as the demands are of its clients. Permanent race 

tracks can reach from 3-5 Mio $ in the cheapest case up to 300 Million $ like one of the most 

modern ones in Bahrain in the Middle East. But of course Aghiresu would not be looking at a

Formula 1 racing track, but a good small racing track fulfilling the needed FIA standards to host 

some of the mid-big events, being especially flexible on additional set up possibilities like grand 

stand seats etc., if needed. Looking at the cost and economical impact side of such a project, you 
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would be looking at initial cost of app. 3,5 to 5 Million Euro, an average income of 8.000 €/day at an 

average occupancy of 80% from racing rentals, activities or other events taking place. Further 

economical benefits could be attracted from races like the DTM, bringing estimated values of 7-8 

Million € into the region from spending of all “visitors” during an event, compared to the relative low 

events cost side of only app. 300.000-350.000 € per year. Not to be forgotten are revenues from 

sponsorships, caterers, merchandisers, gaming industry, etc. 

It is essential, that the focus is not given to prime and exclusive customers only but to the large 

middle class of the community, which increased over the last years due to the economic growth and 

who is ready to spend money for outdoor activities on close by locations for weekend trips. The 

demands have to go towards a little, demanding quality racetrack resort that offers a wide range of 

attractions for the diverse wishes of nowadays racing customers involving the ideal track conditions 

and landscape. 

With successful projects like this one, also threats of tax increase as well as illegal work employment 

will pop up, which need to be taken into consideration and controlled by the local authorities.

Especially has to be mentioned again the quality of the roads leading to the area have to be 

improved as already stated in a first step to take the benefit from the good and busy connections 

passing Aghiresu by road and train which enable further progress of the area. Without a drastic 

improve of infrastructure, other fields can’t develop. Also for this race track project roads in good 

conditions must be available, to bring not only the clients, teams and trucks but then especially the 

fan crowds to the area. The combination of a wide variety of attractions also helps to create a 

demand for day trips, helping the region to have a permanent flow of visitors. Once this project has 

been created, the surrounding villages of Aghiresu will create additional demands, from their rich 

historic and cultural, up to the arising businesses. This project could be a milestone for the future 

development of the Aghiresu community.
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Chapter 1

General introduction  


In the world of today, the regions around the globe are focusing enormous pressure to remain competitive. Large funds are invested not only by local authorities but as well on a community, province, national and f.e. European wide level.  Most of the regions are already now struggling with their abilities to face these problems on a professional point of view, ending up by realizing unrealistic or non efficient promising projects, bringing the real problems even further deep and large amount of cash has been burned. 


People travel more than ever around the world, making “know how” transfer and comparisons of given facts, regional characteristics and realized projects easier than before. Due to my so far moved life, I had the chance to widen my horizon in different cultures, languages, mentalities and economies. This gave me the chance to analyze given situations and look into the right measures to turn a project into a successful and long lasting one.  


I believe strongly, that all economic aspects apply to any kind of business, but the basis of success also relates to the present fundament or better said for this thesis relates to the given natural sources and re-sources. 


There have been made already many different forms of diploma or doctoral thesis’s about analyzing the natural given resources of a region, but so far not many focusing on the result of economical possibilities in regards to the re-cultivation process. Especially in the Romanian region of Aghiresu it can be seen, that more and more studies are taken place analyzing and focusing on the tourism aspects of the area. There has been geological research of the region, touristic and economic analyzes but this thesis is focusing especially on the re-cultivation process helping to develop the analyzed tourism aspects that have been pointed out so far. The very positive and promising area of Aghiresu is at present in a very sensitive situation, where after the closure of the mining activities, the left over mines, have rotten the given and in principal wonderful former surroundings. These surroundings are in need to create them new and work on the needed landscape changes on a natural basis but with a human support. 


The re-cultivation process of former mining areas has advanced today by far and the related flooding processes as well as improvements of the water quality level of the surface lakes have technical, chemical and geological wise improved on a very professional level. The area of Aghiresu that has been affected by the mining activities of the past is already now representing an attractive hideaway and retreat area for the local population, showing that there is a given attractiveness of the lakes and open spaces which can be improved by special means and projects to give them a new face to the region but as well over the region boarders. 


Like it is the case for western European countries having a mining history, it must be the case for eastern European countries within the EU in the future, to put the re-cultivation process of widely present former mining activities in these countries on a level of national importance and homework. It is not only important to involve the governmental authorities in this process, but as well the local population. Together by involving all parties, the success of the re-cultivation process can be achieved much easier and concepts involving all parties can be realized as well as the usability of the landscape improved. Having all in a boat and involved, the majority of the population will stand behind this project and help to realize a faster legal but as well practical decision process in getting projects turned into reality. 


It is the hope, that people and the whole region gets out of these kinds of situations, where projects with touristic aspects could be started in front of their doors.             


The aim of this work is to see, if the region of Aghiresu can be turned into a successful touristic area and holiday destination of mayor importance for the whole community, which chances of development are given for the population in the area resulting out of the lake sites, in what ways can the chances of this area be taken and how can the population at the end benefit on a long term basis of the taken measures. 

Chapter 2


INTRODUCTION TO THE MINING INDUSTRY

Mining activities have a long history and it has been realized already for a few thousand years. The mining for coal has started in the 9th century in England. Within the varieties of coal, it was the brown coal which developed to the mayor source of energy within the different coal variations and still is with more than 30% of the total energy power for example of Germany today. Coal mining is also one of the biggest polluters as the produce climate unfriendly Cole dioxide (CO2) while used for energy production. Due to this fact, methods are searched to reduce the dangerous substance but so far only a better efficiency of the power plants using less coal for their production has lead to a slight decrease. At present, brown coal is still one of the mayor sources of energy around the globe, especially in the third world countries. In the industrialized countries of the world, the need for brown coal is declining due to the heavy pollution of the atmosphere. Alternative energy sources like atom, water and wind power plants are developed and built.  Today brown coal is used primary for the use of electricity production.

2.2 Surface mining


There are different ways of mining. Surface mining is a special way of gaining the raw material from the ground. It is especially used for the brown coal production and so most relevant for the selected regions of this study. Surface mining is a certain method of mining, which allows gaining coal from the surface without digging deep into the ground and building tunnels. It is used especially for natural resources which are lying close to the surface like turf, gravel or brown coal. The gaining of the resources is realized with especially over dimensional machinery. With surface mining and especially the huge dimensions of the needed areas goes a dramatic change of the region, as the given surface has to be taken apart sometimes with more the 100m depth. This leads to a massive decline of the natural level of water, which influences the surrounding landscape and population. After finishing the surface mining activities, in general the dug holes will be filled again with the waste of the past years or water (see Fig.  ) and re-cultivation of the area can take place, either with the development of re-creation areas or farming land. But due to the big influence to the region, surface mining is facing more and more critics and needs to be discussed.
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Fig. 1: Surface mine before and after the flooding; Source: Förderbrückentagebau Reichwalde (2002)

In the last years huge investments have been used to re-nature most of the past left over surface mining pits, where very often there are created new lake areas. 

2.3 Below surface mining 

The below surface mining is using different kind of tunnel systems (gallery or pits) in mountain areas. There are different methods used in this kind of mining. The biggest ones are called “chamber construction”.

2.4 The buyers of coal production


Brown coal is used primary for production of energy but is facing a heavy competition from other more effective sources. Also its way of production is very cost effective in comparison to other energy sources.  The main buyers in Europe are the energy producing businesses as well as the heavy industry in third world countries, where still the heavy industry used coal for its production facing little governmental obligations in regards to Co2 and better economical conditions due to financial obligations and social services. 

Chapter 3

RELATED ASPECTS IN REGARDS OF THE MINING ACTIVITIES OF THE THREE AREAS


3.1 Environmental Damage 


All in all surface mining is the biggest reason for landscape changes in Europe, creating areas similar to the moon surface, where resettlement of whole villages is realized to gain further space for mining.  Also huge mass of death material is left over from the mining process which needs to be placed somewhere, either by creating dumps or giving it to the flowing waters. At the end all environmental damage resulting out of this processes are depended on the way of mining and its machinery used, the kind of resource as well as the given geologic conditions. In the long run will be effected loads of different areas including the surface, ground water as well as the topography of the region with a much longer duration than the actual mining time.

Chapter 4

RE-CULTIVATION

The re-cultivation and rehabilitation of surface mining especially in regards to the brown coal developed has not only an ecologic and geologic change but also an important social, ecological and economical factor within a region. The major aim of the rehabilitation and re-cultivation of an area is to create a future usable mining area and its related surface in regards of the interest to the public. During the process of rehabilitation there are many different problems which need to be addressed and solved in order to guarantee a secure and long lasting use including the major problem of flooding the mines as part of the re-cultivation, where the level of ground water is declining which leads to an strong impact on the regional water supply for households and industry but also former wet land areas stay dry due to this process. Beside water or ground that needs to be addressed in regards to problems of the appearance of the re-cultivation of surface mines, also geological problems and the dismantling of old related fabrics, rail systems, pipelines and its environmental protected recycling process, service installations and other materials have to be realized, affecting whole villages which have been partly or fully revitalized. The financial and technical means to achieve these changes according the regulations are very high and costly. The areas have to be re-cultivated in that way, that the future planning can be put into practice and that access can be granted to the public without any security risk. But due to the heavy changes due to the mining processes in the past, the areas can at the end never be 100% re-cultivated as stated in the regulations. Only due to the self regulation of the nature time will bring back again a natural relation over hundred or more years.   

The Lausitz lakes are still a very young example of a re-cultivation project developed on a tourism basis with an aim of driving a high potential touristic flow into the region. 
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Looking at the overall project (see Fig.2) in detail, there can be seen, what amount of land was re-cultivated by water as a result of the heavy mining industry and how long such a guided process takes, until the last lake has been flooded and the project can be finalized.

Fig. 2: The Lausitz lakes; Source: Ferienjournal; Tourismusverband Niederlausitz e.V. (2006)
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Also in the region on Köflach in Austria, which is much smaller than the one of Lausitz, also there can be found at least two successful projects of re-cultivation of the former brown coal surface mining land.


Fig. 3: Golf Club Erzherzog Johann – Maria Lankowitz; Source: http://www.golf-marialankowitz.at/mhg_03DE/default.asp (12.05.08) 

4.1 Mining industries and their rehabilitation problems


The major aim of the re-cultivation is regulated in legal mining regulations, for example in § 4 Abs. 4 BBerG of the German mining regulations which states, that the regular re-cultivation and re usability of a mining area and its related surface are of interest to the public. These regulations result out of the “general mining act” in the 19th century. 
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These regulations focus especially on the water, ground and natural protection.  Water has problems in regards to its quality as the mines give iron hydroxide and sulphuric acid to the water, reducing the 6-9 pH level needed according the EU swimming water regulations for safe water sport activities as a result of an iron sulphide alteration. The so called “Sour lakes” are also not allowed to use for fishing or as water reservoirs. Special problems here in regards to the quality of water are the souring by Pyritoxidation, eutrophication (see Fig. 4) with too many nutrients (Phosphor) with river water during the flooding process. As well a contamination is given by micro pollutants (heavy metals, etc) and salinization of deep waters.

Fig.4: Microbial oxidation and formation of pyrites; Source: UFZ-Umweltforschungszentrum, Leipzig-Halle, 2009
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Overall it can be seen (see Fig.), that the concentration and acidity in sour surface mine lakes are 2-3 times bigger the level of rain acidic lakes.  


Fig.5: Level of acidity of different types of sour lakes; Source: UFZ-Umweltforschungszentrum, Leipzig-Halle, 2009

Further flooding of these waters is not permitted either, as it would be affecting all other involved waters like f.e. rivers. This process can be reduced due to external flooding out of rivers into the mines instead of ground water running out of them. It can be seen also as the biggest challenge in regards to the left over’s of the rehabilitation restructuring of brown coal re-cultivation, to get into a status of self regulation of the existing water balance. If this status cannot be achieved by natural internal or external water sources, then only chemical additional processes can reach to this status. 


Further the mining regulation focus on the ground. Most of the land around the former surface mines has been heaped up and is not of natural growth. These effects the quality of the ground in regards to the materials holding the ground together. As these grounds are not that solid like natural grounds, it has to be taken into account for any further use. The surface is for that reason not ready for any agricultural use any other like housing, etc but methods to improve the surface stability are undergoing. Another related problem are the landslides at the lake boarders which bring high risks. These risks are also not changed due to natural means over the years and prevent also any public use. Different methods of securing the grounds are tested and implemented to avoid these risks.   

4.2 Phases of the rehabilitation process


Before the beginning of the rehabilitation planning of closed or still active surface mines have to be fulfilled three facts: The allowance of the local mining authority has to be given; the planning has to be in accordance with the goals and basic declarations of the official country planning as well as the legal aspects and it has to be given the general permission by the control agency for land rehabilitation planning. In regards to the technical, ecological and economical most efficient rehabilitation possibility are taking place evaluations of independent official scientific bodies and engineer offices.

4.3 Costs of the re-cultivation process


The costs for re-cultivation have to be in relation or better said in proportionality but the mining regulations also leave it open to state, from when proportionality is given.

4.4 Employment possibilities 


The process of rehabilitation and re-cultivation of surface mines are also a big factor to economy in regards to the employment possibilities. It is the aim to make most of the former workers return into the working process of rehabilitation of their past working places

4.5. Environmental aspects 
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Looking at the combination of substratum, ground, vegetation, Fauna and Flora and climate, it can be drawn an exact picture of an area, explaining its development from past to present in all means and related matters. Taking all these important factors into account, it can explain the reason for structural happenings, the quality of certain areas as well as influencing parameters.

Fig.6: Comparison of landscape before and after the surface mine activities Source: LMBV (2003)


Chapter 5

ANALYZE OF THE RELEVANT STUDY AREAS

5.1 The areas of Köflach, Lausitz and Aghiresu 
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The three relevant areas in comparison of this thesis are all located across central and east Europe, within Germany, Austria and Romania, who all form part of the European Union (see Fig. 7). 


Fig.7: European map indicating the three areas of Lausitz, Köflach and Aghiresu, Speedpool (2010)

The city of Köflach is the biggest in the county of Voitsberg in the Austrian province of Styria. The former brown coal mining community Köflach-Voitsberg has a population of 10.600 inhabitants (2007) and a size of 20,38 km². The region of the Lausitz is consisting of two totally different areas, the Upper and the Lower Lausitz, has a total size of 11.000m² and has approximately 1,4 million inhabitants. In total 13 different communities form part of the region which is divided into two provinces of Germany, being Sachsen with the bigger part and Brandenburg. The locality of Aghiresu has a total area of 105,79 km², 7.156 inhabitants and is situated in the Someşan Plateau, which is a definitive geographic sub-structure of the Transylvanian Depression.

All of these three areas have long mining histories in brown coal surface mining, which Köflach and Aghiresu have stopped their production in the meantime, whereas Lausitz is still in a growing production stage. Also Aghiresu is still mining its kaolin sand deposits at present.


Looking at the population statistics it can be seen, that since the mining activities have been stopped or reduced, a strong population decrease has taken place. Old people are left, the young ones have gone mainly to the bigger centers of the community. Also the unemployment rate is with app. 9% significantly higher than in other areas. Most of the former mining industry has undergone a change towards the service industry with offering now around 50% of the total working environment. 

In regards to the geology of these areas, all are representing relevant deposits, incl. Aghiresu with kaolin and quartz; Lausitz with kaolin, clay and crystal and Köflach with quartz, calcite, crystal and dolomite. The climate is very similar with average temperatures of 8°C in Aghiresu, 8,3°C in Köflach and 8,6°C in Lausitz. In regards to the average rainfall Köflach has the highest depression with 840mm, Lausitz has 648mm and Aghiresu the lowest with 633mm. 

Looking at the hydrologic aspects, all are having several hydrologic basins, whereas the ones in Aghiresu are not relevant for the lakes district (excl. the Bagara lakes). All areas also offer a wide variety of fauna including a good mix of fox, deer, etc.,  whereas in regards to flora, Lausitz is facing the problem of monocultures of only spures and pines compared to a mix of oak trees, chestnut, beech trees, etc in Köflach and Aghiresu.       

Infrastructural wise, all areas offer a very well connected road and rail system - mainly based and resulting out of the former mining transportation ways. Whereas Köflach and Lausitz have an perfect developed infrastructure, Aghiresu is suffering of very bad conditions of its systems. Coming to the tourism activities of all three areas, all are targeting the recreation, the cultural, rural and the sports tourism. Köflach is offering in these regards a good but very limited structure for regional tourism; Lausitz is underway to be one of the biggest tourism projects on a national wide level with their lakes district ever, but suffers from a national recognition as a tourist destination as well as from a lack of skilled labor for the dimension of this project. Aghiresu is considered by regional tourists only, using for example the balneal resort of Leghia or the lakes district for camping and water sports with no given infrastructure.      

Chapter 6

REHABILITATION PROCESS FOR THE AGHIRESU COMMUNITY

In regards to the rehabilitation process for the promising Aghiresu region it is important to create a long lasting, economical feasible and profitable project, which helps the region to develop and to act as a new impulse for the future. 

The Aghiresu region is already nowadays a well known and visited region for the surrounding villages within the province with a large potential not only due to its rich fauna and flora but as well due to its given natural resources including the marvelous surroundings. It is important to create further attractions and activities within the rehabilitation process by using the optimal and rich natural given resources in accordance and combination with the given present infrastructure, the economical possibilities as well as the development of a tourism environment. 


The possible projects must give the region a certain character and an added value with a clear focus on the touristic aspects and the feeling of a holiday experience in between a wonderful surrounding, offering exceptional possibilities, making it worth to travel to the area and to spend money within it.  Also it must strengthen the historic heritage to be integrated into the overall project development.

6.1 Possibilities


After analyzing the large positive but as well negative given factors of the area around the “Blue Lagoon” within the Aghiresu area, the best possibilities can be achieved within a touristic project, which drives not only the potential of the geological aspects of the area but as well involves the inhabitants, builds up the local infrastructure and facilities constantly and brings a positive image, which is nowadays more important than ever for further projects and investments to be granted.  The touristic premises in regards to the poor infrastructure within the community of Aghiresu are especially the reason for limited development. The very positive given touristic potential, including elements offered by the natural landscape like relief, climate, water net, vegetation, etc.; has an important role in touristic activities development and diversification of the community and so outcome the necessity to set up some classification criteria for touristic attractions. 

6.2 The touristic aspects and next steps 


At present, Aghiresu does not take part in the touristic potential of overall Romania. The service industry is heavy underrepresented in the region. The region on Aghiresu is not an establish travel location and the cities and surrounding attractions only play a regional matter. Even though the lakes project will be a success, it is in an uneven comparison to the re cultivation costs and employment will mostly only be a seasonal one.  The main factor for success will be, if the region of Aghiresu will be recognized on a national level as a touristic area and perceive a stronger positive image, as local spending will not be enough to develop this industry and if no local economy is there, no money will be available to be spent.

Laguna Albastră Lake (Blue Lagoon Lake) and the surrounding other 8 lakes represent the most important natural spot of the Aghiresu community. The microdepression is almost 500m long and over 200m wide resulting into an approximate surface of 100000 m2. The lake’s dimensions excluding the gulf, that is almost separate, are as follow: 

-the surface of the water: 22000 m2 


-the water volume: 50000 m3 


-the length: 255 m


-the width: 132 m


-the maximum depth: 7 m 
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Fig.8; Morphometric map of the Blue Lagoon lake; Source: The lakes structure of the Blue Lagoon, 2009

The morphometric parameters of the Aghiresu lakes show their characteristics, being among the largest aquatic units of this area.

Tab.1: Morphometric parameters of the lakes from Aghireşu

		Lake

		Area


(m2)

		Length


(m)

		Width (m)

		Depth (m)

		Perimeter (m)

		Sinuosity coef

		Volume (m3)



		

		

		

		Mean

		Max

		Mean

		Max

		

		

		



		Blue Lagoon

		21719

		266

		81

		154

		2,3

		10,0

		823

		1,58

		50000



		Lake 1E

		4961

		128

		39

		51

		2,0

		5,6

		325

		1,30

		10025



		Lake 2E

		15278

		247

		62

		97

		2,9

		6,3

		739

		1,69

		44647



		Lake 3E

		13363

		203

		66

		107

		1,5

		3,7

		600

		1,46

		20645
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Fig. 9: Parameters of lake 1E, 2E, 3E; Source all: Pandi G., Bătinaş R., Vigh M., 2010

 Also analyzes of the lakes in regards especially to the following six variations incl. temperature stating a difference of 2,9-5,6°C, turbidity with no significant variations, electric conductivity from depth to surface with 30 US/cm and 2m +/= 4m because of its charging with salt, dissolved oxygen with low quantities and maximum values at the surface and hydrogen ions with very small amounts only, have been taking place. Not to be forgotten are the pH values, which lay at 6.06 - 5.65pH in summer and are much higher in winter.  A comparison from summer to winter (S/W08/09) has also been made, showing slightly higher temperatures due to a hot summer, no change on electric conductivity and hydrogen irons but a large variation in regards to dissolved oxygen.    
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Fig. 10: The variation of the temperature in the hot season, at the surface and on the vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)



Fig. 11: The variation of the temperature in the cold season, at the surface and on the vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)




Fig. 12: The variation of the electric conductivity in the hot season, at the surface and on the vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)



Fig. 13: The variation of the electric conductivity during the cold season, at the surface and on the vertical Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)



Fig. 14: The evolution of the pH during the hot season, at the surface and on the vertical Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)




Fig. 15: The evolution of the pH in the cold season, at the surface and on the vertical; Source: The impact of mining upon the features of the Blue Lagoon Lake in the Aghireşu area, Source: Pandi G. at all (2009)

6.3 Possible realistic tourism projects compared to Lausitz and Köflach


One of the projects with the most potential for the community to take advantage from was already taken into consideration by the local authorities and it is about the Laguna Albastră Lake arrangement, lakes which appeared due to sterile dumps excavating and which in the summer time are already now overpopulated by the neighboring tourists, especially on weekends although they have no improvement since many years. Due to its placement near the wood has a very high landscape potential. Bringing investors would help at this area developing from a touristic point of view. Looking at other similar projects in Germany and Austria, there can be taken advantage out of the processed like it is the case for the Lausitz area and the lake side project as well as the Köflach area. 


The best positive example in comparison for the Aghiresu lakes district is for sure as described earlier already by far the golf club Maria Lankowitz (see Fig 3), one of the top golf courts in Europe but as well its active park Piberstein, where a former surface mine was flooded for sportive use comparable with the process in the region of Lausitz.

Chapter 7

SWOT ANALYZE OF AGHIRESU AND A COMPARISON OF THE THREE AREAS 

Looking at the three different areas and its development in comparison, it can be seen that it has been very difficult to find alternative sources compensating the role of the mining industry in the related amount of employment and financial income sources. A direct SWOT comparison of the three areas Lausitz, Köflach and Aghiresu, focusing on common strength and weaknesses in the different relevant areas, also points out clearly all given facts. Focusing there on the main points, the clear strengths of Aghiresu compared to the other two areas are significant quantities of kaolin, a high natural potential, a high qualification level of given industry, trade and agriculture. The clear weaknesses of Aghiresu are the low density of rain, aging population and young migration, bad road network, no local & foreign investors, low education and quality, industrial pollution and no ecologic facilities. The clear opportunities are programs of country and EU development and financial programs, Laguna Albastră as well as cultural and historical assets, ecologic education and protection of fauna and flora. Last but not least are the clear threats of an decrease of active population, consideration of other areas first, no investor interest, illegal work increase, lack of communication and increased risk of soil erosion.

Chapter 8

CONCLUSION

After having compared the three areas in all relevant fields, it can be reflected, that the area of Lausitz and the realized projects of re-cultivation are completely different from the Köflach and Aghiresu area. There are almost no fields in Lausitz that can be compared or used for the progress of the re-cultivation process in Aghiresu, neither from the infrastructure, nor from the dimensions of the project.  Further to that, also are the limited availability of funds to realize such a project. 


In contrary, Aghiresu can take huge advantage of the changes that have been taken place in Köflach, where similar conditions in a whole apply. Also there changes have happened and projects where realized attracting local and regional tourism. Simple and budget friendly structures have been put in place step by step allowing a constant growth to what it is now. 


For the promising  area of Aghiresu, many major points have to be solved in a first stage, to make the huge potential of this area not only in regards to the diversity of fauna and flora, which is now being protected by environmental laws of the authorities, but also due to the strong natural touristic potential grow. To reach this, first of all the most important and principal step must the improvement of the accessibility of the whole area taking especially the existing bad road network into consideration. Taking advantage of the very high density of connections of the area by road and rail is vital in order to bring the economy, investors’, tourists, etc into the region. Without this approach, no further project can be put into reality or further works can be established. 


Once this has been achieved, not only special projects have to be started to bring back young and qualified labor force into the area, which have migrated to the urban surroundings due to unemployment and a lack of perspectives within the community of Aghiresu, but as well rise at the same time the given educational levels and skills in regards to the reflected project fields consisting of a highly trained professional quality tourism and service industry as well as the present industry concerning trade and agriculture.


To achieve this, large financial resources have to be raised, by either local or national programs, foreign investments or direct investments from the European Union into their infrastructural and regional development programs. These programs will also help to establish an environmental friendly waste industry, which will lead to less pollution of the area by avoiding for example further dumping into the Nadas river.  


Generally there are many more possibilities of taking advantage of the local and regional areas. It must be taken into consideration that the resources presence in the underground determined community development, resources ensuring further the basis for industrial profile keeping and for the social wealth of the population. It is necessary in conclusion, that the economic efficiency growth, products range diversification made in the industrial companies and maximum turning into account of the economic potential of the community; encouraging the small traders to carry out production activities and so fighting against unemployment; stimulating new profession training and mediation with companies in need of labor force; improving the communication towards those interested by agriculture and breeding regarding the new regulation in the field; concluding the farming lands and forests re-distribution and offering the possession for them through property deeds; stimulating the creation of farms association and farms taking advantage from the agriculture potential of the community; community roads modernization and maintenance, removing the isolation for Almaşului basin villages by ensuring common means of transportation; portable water supply and sewerage works extension in all places of the community; automate telephone network general spreading;  rehabilitation for the medical unit premises and improving the medical assistance service; rehabilitation and modernization of the buildings running educational and cultural activities; turn into account the touristic spots and developing activities for traditions and craftsmanship advantaging (traditional costumes making, painted furniture, especially in the Hungarian villages );fighting against the linear and area erosion by excavation works, tree planting, torrents extinction, pastures intensive seeding; consolidation and setting the sterile dumps, reallocate the surfaces for farming or forest circuit and taking measures for environment protection and entire area ecology.


From a touristic and economic point of view the community of Aghiresu may benefit from many arrangements, either on a short term or a long term perspective. 

8.1 Short term perspectives


With Romania’s integration into the European Union are taken into consideration a number of projects for tourism promotion that will help this hidden jewel to shine. The protection of the given wonderful natural resources by creating natural reservations like Leghia and Laguna Albastră, is among these considerations. One of the most promising projects on a short term perspective is the re-arrangement of the available lake side’s into a touristic development with a strong sport tourism approach. It is very important to create a concept that allows the financial and governmental support not to other areas and projects first, and that meets the present existing market demands, helping not only to fight a against a further isolation of the community but at the same time being able to fight the increase risk of soil erosion with these funds.    A land arrangement around the lakes is recommended by implementing an adequate golf court facility including a club house offering a shop, a restaurant and a little hotel. Beside these facilities, also a lake side beach front, a boat and off road rental, an adventure park and camping as well as tennis court are among the possibilities of the concept for the short term perspectives. 

8.2 Long term perspectives

Looking on the long term perspectives, the surrounding of Aghiresu offers an ideal area for a race track development project, all adjusted in regards to the size and the structure to the financial and regional given aspects, possibilities and expectation (see Fig 16). In regards to the needed land arrangements for such a track and the related noise level of these events, Aghiresu and its former mining area suits perfectly these needed conditions. The new motorway passing Aghiresu in the next years, the community center of Cluj offering all needed infrastructure including an airport with mayor flight connections to Munich and other capitals in Europe as well as hotels, shopping possibilities, bars and restaurants, are all given and important for further development of such a business project. Aghiresu can adopt slow but constantly to demands resulting out of hospitality and restaurants and the related service industry around the track, accommodating the visitors and clients accordingly well.  



Fig.16: The race track of Pavilion, NY ; Source: http://www.driveblog.ru/wp-content/uploads/2008/07/monticello-motor-club-new-york-race-track-01.jpg

Looking at the present forms of motorsport in the community of Cluj, you can only find local rally events, which already now attract a big crowd in the heart of Cluj, bringing not only tourists and fans but as well a good crowd of participants with it, spending their money on overnights, restaurants, bars, shopping, etc..  At present motorsport is completely under represented in the eastern parts of Europe, and the demand as well as the chances for such locations and events are enormous. Important to say is also, keeping in mind that racetracks are not only good for racing activities.  Circuits are mostly used for races, but also for different kind of trainings, tests, incentives, open air concerts, other sport events like cycling tours or marathons. Also they offer special days and occasions, on which public cars or bikes can lap the racing track for a certain amount according the official road safety regulations which are valid that days giving the public the experience of motorsport feeling all year round bringing the economic benefits with it.  

The costs of constructing a circuit vary as much as the demands are of its clients. Permanent race tracks can reach from 3-5 Mio $ in the cheapest case up to 300 Million $ like one of the most modern ones in Bahrain in the Middle East. But of course Aghiresu would not be looking at a Formula 1 racing track, but a good small racing track fulfilling the needed FIA standards to host some of the mid-big events, being especially flexible on additional set up possibilities like grand stand seats etc., if needed. Looking at the cost and economical impact side of such a project, you would be looking at initial cost of app. 3,5 to 5 Million Euro, an average income of 8.000 €/day at an average occupancy of 80% from racing rentals, activities or other events taking place. Further economical benefits could be attracted from races like the DTM, bringing estimated values of 7-8 Million € into the region from spending of all “visitors” during an event, compared to the relative low events cost side of only app. 300.000-350.000 € per year. Not to be forgotten are revenues from sponsorships, caterers, merchandisers, gaming industry, etc. 

It is essential, that the focus is not given to prime and exclusive customers only but to the large middle class of the community, which increased over the last years due to the economic growth and who is ready to spend money for outdoor activities on close by locations for weekend trips. The demands have to go towards a little, demanding quality racetrack resort that offers a wide range of attractions for the diverse wishes of nowadays racing customers involving the ideal track conditions and landscape. 


With successful projects like this one, also threats of tax increase as well as illegal work employment will pop up, which need to be taken into consideration and controlled by the local authorities. Especially has to be mentioned again the quality of the roads leading to the area have to be improved as already stated in a first step to take the benefit from the good and busy connections passing Aghiresu by road and train which enable further progress of the area. Without a drastic improve of infrastructure, other fields can’t develop. Also for this race track project roads in good conditions must be available, to bring not only the clients, teams and trucks but then especially the fan crowds to the area. The combination of a wide variety of attractions also helps to create a demand for day trips, helping the region to have a permanent flow of visitors. Once this project has been created, the surrounding villages of Aghiresu will create additional demands, from their rich historic and cultural, up to the arising businesses. This project could be a milestone for the future development of the Aghiresu community.
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